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Abstract: Let Gn = {A~9A+)9 n g: 1, denote the gaps, Mf be the effective masses
and En = [A+_l9A~]9A% = 0, be the spectral bands of the Hill operator T =
-d2/dx2-{-V(x) in L2(R)9 where V is a 1-periodic real potential from L2(0,l).
Let the length gap Ln = \Gn\9 hn be the height of the corresponding slit on the
quasimomentum domain and An = n2(2n — 1) — \Zn\ > 0 be the band reduction. Let
ln = -y/A+ — y/A^y n ^ 1, denote the gap length for the operator \ff ^ 0. Intro-
duce the sequences L = {Ln}, h = {hn}9 I = {/„}, A = {An}9 M± = {M±} and
the norms ||/| |^ = Z)n>o(27C/|)2m/«' m = °- ^ following results are obtained:
i) The estimates of ||K||jZ||,||/i||i,||/||i,||,d|| in terms of \\M±\\2 , ii) identities for
the Dirichlet integral of quasimomentum and integral of potentials and so on,
iii) the generation of i), ii) for more general potentials.

1. Introduction

Let us consider the Hill operator T = -d2/dx2 + V(x) in I2(R), where V is
a 1-periodic real potential from Ll(0,1). It is well known that the spectrum
of T is absolutely continuous and consists of intervals T i , ^ Here In =
[A+_VA~],...9A+_X <A~ ^ A+, n ^ 1, and let A% = 0. These intervals are sepa-
rated by the gaps Gi,G2,..., where Gn = (A~9A+). If a gap degenerates, i.e. Gn = 0,
then the corresponding segments Zn,Zn+\ merge. Let <p(*, 2s), #(*,£) be the solu-
tions of the equation

~ / / / + F / = £ / , EeC, (1.1)

satisfying q>'(0>E) = #(0,£) = 1 and (p(09E) = i?'(0,£) = 0. We define the Lyapunov
function F{E) = ((p'(l,E) + tf(l,£))/2. The sequence A% < A~[ ̂  A\ < • • • is the
spectrum of Eq. (1.1) with the periodic boundary conditions of period 2, i.e.
f(x + 2) = /(JC), x £ R. Here the equality means that A~ = A+ is the double eigen-
value. We note that F(A^) = (—1)", /i ^ 1. The lowest eigenvalue A$ is simple,

j = 1, and the corresponding eigenfunction has period 1. The eigenfunctions
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